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Premium Black Desk Chair Mats

            

Premium Black Chair Mats are similar in texture and color to our standard Black Chair Mats but are 
1.5x thicker and come with a lifetime guarantee! These floor mats offer a timeless look and coordinate
with just about any decor.

• These black desk chair mats have beveled edges around the perimeter for easy rolling on and off 
the mat.

• Each premium black mat is constructed from a rigid vinyl composite to prevent deterioration while 
helping to protect the floor below. These premium chair mats can be used on both carpet and hard 
floors thanks to their non-skid backing.

• Please call for custom chair mat shapes and sizes.

• NOTE: A "lip" is defined as a protrusion or extension from the edge of the mat. The lip protects the 
floor under the desk where the chair may roll if scooted all the way in. Chair Mats with a lip are listed 
using the overall size of the mat including the lip; thus, the rectangular portion of the mat is smaller 
than the corresponding size listed.

Item No: CMPBCM



Standard Sizes (Approximate)

Size Qty. 1 Qty. 2-10 Qty. 11-25 Qty. 26+

36" x 42" - no lip $239.00 $234.00 $229.00 $226.00

36" x 44" - lip $239.00 $234.00 $229.00 $226.00

42" x 46" - no lip $289.00 $283.00 $277.00 $273.00

42" x 46" - lip $289.00 $283.00 $277.00 $273.00

46" x 46" - no lip $295.00 $289.00 $283.00 $278.00

46" x 46" - lip $295.00 $289.00 $283.00 $278.00

46" x 55" - no lip $329.00 $323.00 $318.00 $314.00

46" x 55" - lip $329.00 $323.00 $318.00 $314.00

46" Round $299.00 $293.00 $287.00 $284.00

46" x 55" Workstation $339.00 $333.00 $327.00 $324.00

39" x 46" Contour $286.00 $280.00 $275.00 $271.00

46" x 46" Contour $289.00 $283.00 $277.00 $274.00

Call for Custom Sizes

Standard Colors

   
Midnight Black


